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Division of Arts and Humanities

Art & Art History

Chanzit, Gwen L.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Chauvin, Catherine M.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Chauvin, Catherine M. "Print Educators of Colorado." Art - Exhibition, Invitational, Space Gallery, Denver, CO (February 25, 2016 - April 2, 2016).


Fajardo, Rafael A.

Academic/Professional Blog Contributor


Journal Article, Academic Journal

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Gjertson, Sarah

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Howard, Deborah

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


MacInnes, Roderick

Broadcast Media


Photo


Exhibits/Performances/Installations


**Mehran, Laleh**

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


**Montgomery, Scott B.**

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**

Montgomery, Scott B. "Live Dead. A Pop-up Exhibition of Grateful Dead Posters." Art - Exhibition, Curating, Vicki Myhren Gallery, University of Denver, CO (August 9, 2015).
Wang, Chinn

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Weaver, Timothy

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*

Weaver, Timothy "Hylaea (Audubon pages)/Anderson Academic Commons." Digital Media - Video Art, University of Denver, CO (January 26, 2015 - June 1, 2015).

English

Davis, Clark

*Book*


Feder, Rachel

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Literary Essay*

**Foust, Graham**

*Book*


*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


**Hardin, Tayana**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Howard, W. S.**

*Literary Essay*


Peer-Reviewed Journal


Poetry, Journal


Kiteley, Brian

Book


McNees, Eleanor J.

Book Chapter

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Nwosu, Maik**

*Book*


**Ramke, Bin.**

*Poetry, Journal*


**Rovner, Adam L.**

*Editorial*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Magazine/Trade Publication*

Translation or Transcription


Saterstrom, Selah

Academic/Professional Blog Contributor


Book


Editorial


Magazine/Trade Publication


Poetry, Anthology


Short Fiction, Journal


Sikelianos, Eleni

Poetry, Anthology


Poetry, Journal


Exhibits/Performances/Installations

Sikelianos, E., "Performance at Syntax Physic Opera." Reading of Creative Work/Performance, Denver, Colorado (August 18, 2015).

Sikelianos, E., "Naropa Summer Writing Program Reading." Reading of Creative Work/Performance, Naropa Summer Writing Program, Boulder, Colorado (June 25, 2015).

Sikelianos, E., "Reading/Performance at UCSC." Reading of Creative Work/Performance, University of California at Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, California (May 21, 2015).

Sikelianos, E., "Reading at the Walker Art Center." Reading of Creative Work/Performance, Rain Taxi (publishing), Minneapolis, Minnesota (April 9, 2015).


Sikelianos, E., "Université de Rouen." Reading of Creative Work/Performance, Université de Rouen, Rouen, France (November 4, 2014).


Sikelianos, E., "Warwick University, England Reading + Q&A." Reading of Creative Work/Performance, Warwick University, Warwick, England (October 30, 2014).

Stratton, Billy J.

Book Chapter


Book Review


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Short Fiction, Journal


Editor, Journal Editor


History

Escobedo, Elizabeth R.

Book Review

Karlsgodt, Elizabeth C.

Book Review


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Magazine/Trade Publication


Philpott, William P.

Book Review


Rossotto Ioris, Rafael

Academic/Professional Blog Contributor


**Book Review**


**Fiction, Short Story**


**Newspaper**


Rossotto Ioris, Rafael. “Um Espectro Ronda o Brasil.” *O Estado de São Paulo*. (São Paulo), 2015. 2.


**Schulten, Susan M.**

**Book Chapter**


**Consulting Editor**


**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


Schulten, Susan M. "Milestones in Colorado Legal History." Exhibit curator, Colorado Supreme Court, Denver, CO (May 2013 - Present).


**Judaic Studies**

*Abrams, Jeanne E. (See University Libraries).*

*Pessin, Sarah (See Philosophy).*

*Rovner, Adam L. (See English).*

**Lamont School of Music**

*Baker, Malcolm L.*

**Book**


**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


Baker, Malcolm. L. "Billie the Kid Arrangement for Jazz Septet." ISIM Copland Ensemble, Music Composition - Major Work, Performance, ISIM, Chateaux-D’oex, Switzerland (July 11, 2015).


Baker, Malcolm. L. "Jazz Legends presents Paul Romaine playing the music of Wayne Shorter", Music Performance - Full Chamber Recital, Soultalk Events, Denver, CO (June 20, 2015).


Baker, Malcolm. L. "Billie the Kid Arrangement for Jazz Septet." The Playground Jazz Project, Music Composition - Major Work, Performance, Prof Ensemble, Lannie’s Clocktower Cabaret, Denver, CO (June 16, 2015).


Bean, Scott

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Bouton, Arthur E.

**CD, Entire Recording**


**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


Bouton, Arthur E. "Elevenet @ Dazzle." Wil Swindler’s Elevenet, Music Performance, Jazz Ensemble Member, Principal, Denver, CO (July 20, 2015).


Cox, Kenneth H.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations

Cox, Kenneth H. "Kenneth Cox Master Class at Interlochen Summer Music Festival." Master Class, Interlochen MI (August 7, 2015).

Deck, Warren

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Golan, Lawrence

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Golan, Lawrence. "Saturday Morning Symphony (Family Concert); The Constellations." Performer. York Symphony Orchestra; DreamWrights Youth and Family Theater; Greater York Dance, Music Conducting - Professional Ensemble, Regular, York, PA (March 12, 2016).


Golan, Lawrence. "Fiddle-Faddle." Performer. Tucson Symphony Orchestra, Music Conducting - Regional, All-State, or Professional Ensemble, Green Valley, AZ (February 9, 2016).


Golan, Lawrence. "Guest Conducting in Wuhan, China." Performer. Wuhan Philharmonic Orchestra, Music Conducting - Regional, All-State, or Professional Ensemble, Wuhan, China (July 10, 2015).


Hood, Alan J.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Hood, Alan J. "Finale Brass Ensemble Concert." Summit Brass, Music Performance - Freelance, Rafael Mendez Brass Institute, Denver, CO (July 18, 2015).


Hood, Alan J. "Host, Performer and Faculty." Clifford Brown Jazz Trumpet Consortium, Music - Adjudicator, Clinician, or Consultant, Christina Cultural Arts Center, Wilmington, DE (June 13, 2015 - June 18, 2015).


Hood, Alan J. "Big Band Concert/soloist - Finale Concert." Airmen of Note, DOJ0, and all guest soloists, Music Performance - Freelance, Great American Brass Band Festival, Danville, KY (June 7, 2015).


Hood, Alan J. "Jazz Performance." Colorado Jazz Repertory Orchestra Quintet, Music Performance - Freelance, Lone Tree Arts Center, Lone Tree, CO (May 13, 2015).


**Leathwood, Heidi B.**

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


**Leathwood, Jonathan L.**

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


**Martin, Joseph P.**

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


**Mayer, Steven A.**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


**McCullough, Susan J.**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


**Morelli, Sarah L.**

*Book Chapter*


*Instructor's Manual*


**Paige, Aaron J.**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Reynolds, Jeremy W.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Rush, Mark

CD, Entire Recording


Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Rush, Mark. Performer. Music Performance - Full Chamber Recital, Shenyang Conservatory, Shenyang, China (June 10, 2015).


Sailer, Catherine A.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Sailer, Catherine A. "Haydn: Lord Nelson Mass and Te Deum." Shanghai International Choral League Chorus and Orchestra, Music Conducting - Regional Ensemble, Shanghai International Choral League, Shanghai, China (June 4, 2015).

Sailer, Catherine A. "Conducting Masterclass." Shanghai Normal University Choir, Music - Clinician, Shanghai Normal University, Shanghai, China (May 21, 2015).


Sailer, Catherine A. "Christopher O'Riley Recital." Evans Choir, Music Conducting - Professional Ensemble, Parker Arts Organization, Parker, CO, USA (April 25, 2015).


Sailer, Catherine A. "Mozart Coronation Mass." Calvary Choir, Music – Clinician, Calvary Baptist Church, Denver, CO and New York, NY (March 1, 2015 - April 12, 2015).


**Schulze, Michael J.**

**CD, Entire Recording**


**Magazine/Trade Publication**


**Music Video - Editing**


**Wang, Linda**

**CD, Entire Recording**


**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


Wang, Linda. “Solano Symphony.” Soloist with Orchestra, Mendelssohn Concerto, Fairfield Center for Creative Arts, CA (May 2, 2015).
Wiest, John S.

Magazine/Trade Publication


Music Video


Original Composition for Large Jazz Ensemble


Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Languages and Literatures

Castagnino, Angelo

Journal Article, Academic Journal


**Castellani, Victor**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Conference Proceedings*


**Chevillot, Frédérique**

*Book Chapter*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

Joslin, Isaac

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Kathoefer, Gabi R.

Editor, Book


Book Chapter

Kathoefer, Gabi R. "Devouring Culture: Cannibalism, National Identity, and Nineteenth-Century German Emigration to Brazil." In KulturConfusão: On German-Brazilian Interculturalities. DeGruyter. 2015.


Krögel, Alison M.

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal

**Mercado, Salvador**

**Book Chapter**


**Pap, Jennifer**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Translation or Transcription**


**Slivkin, Yevgeniy**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Poetry, Anthology**

Poetry, Journal


Torre, Javier

Editor, Journal Editor


Walter, Susan

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Wilms, Wilfried

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Philosophy

Brent, Michael

Academic/Professional Blog Contributor

Nail, Thomas A.

**Book**

Nail, Thomas Andrew. *The Figure of the Migrant*. Stanford University Press, 2015.

**Book Chapter**


**Academic/Professional Blog Contributor**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Nathan, Marco J.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Pessin, Sarah

**Book Chapter**


**Book Review**


Surber, Jere

**Conference Proceedings**


Upton, Candace

**Book Review**


**Journal Article, Professional Journal**

Religious Studies

León, Luis D.

Online Journal/Magazine


Raschke, Carl A.

Academic/Professional Blog Contributor


**Book**


**Editorial**


**Robbins, Gregory A.**

**Academic/Professional Blog Contributor**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**

Robbins, Gregory A. "'Aftertones of Infinity': Biblical and Darwinian Evocations in Terrence Malick’s *The Tree of Life* and *To the Wonder*," *The Journal of Religion and Film*, 20, no. 1 (2016): Article 17. [http://digitalcommons.unomaha.edu/jrf/vol20/iss1/17/](http://digitalcommons.unomaha.edu/jrf/vol20/iss1/17/)

**Stanton, Andrea**

**Academic/Professional Blog Contributor**


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Theatre

Barbour, Frederic

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


McDonald, Steven

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


McDonald, Steven. "Vanya, Sonia, Masha & Spike." Sound Designer. Little Theatre of the Rockies, Greeley, CO (June - July 2015).
Penner, Anne C.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Ungar, Gregory

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Division of Social Sciences

Anthropology

Ceron Valdes, Mario

Journal Article, Academic Journal


www.biomedcentral.com/2050-6511/16/11.

Clark, Bonnie J.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Conyers, Lawrence

Editor, Conference Proceedings

Conyers, Lawrence. “Ground-penetrating Radar Data Analysis for More Complete Archaeological Interpretations.” *Proceedings of the 11th International Conference on Archaeological Prospection*, September 15-19, 2015. Warsaw, Poland. The Institute of Archaeology and Ethnology, Polish Academy of Sciences, the Polish Center of Mediterranean Archaeology, University of Warsaw, the Copernicus Science Centre.

LaVita, James A.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


LaVita, James, A., "Concert." 3rd Law Dance/Theater, Dance - Directing, Steamplant Arts Center/Salida Dance Academy. Salida, CO (July 31, 2015).


Saitta, Dean J.

Book Review


Editorial


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Communication Studies

Calafell, Bernadette M.

Book

Foust, Christina R.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Sims, Christy-Dale L.

*Internet publication (e.g., blogpost)*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Sims, Christy-Dale L. "Competency and Connection: Undergraduate Students and Effective Email Communication." *Communication Teacher* 29, no. 3 (2015): 129-34.

Suter, Elizabeth

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Towns, Armond

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Willink, Kate

*Book Chapter*


Economics

Ho, P. Sai-Wing

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Mott, Tracy

Book Review


Ngo, Christine T.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Piovani, Chiara

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Urquhart, Robert G.

Journal Article, Academic Journal

Media, Film, and Journalism Studies

Buxton, Rodney

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Clark, Lynn Schofield

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal


**Newsletter**


**Coleman, Christopher D.**

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**

Coleman, Christopher D. "Interstitial Zones/Spectra." Digital Media - Installation Art, Eastern Connecticut State University, Willimantic, CT (March 10, 2016 - April 21, 2016).


Coleman, Christopher D "Digital Derivatives / 404 Festival." Digital Media - New Media Art, Rosario, Argentina (September 9, 2015 - September 12, 2015).


**Gault, James A.**

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**

Gault, James A. "Actual Case History." Film, Strange Beauty Film Festival, Durham, NC. (November 22, 2015).

Gault, James A. "Actual Case History," Film, Denver Int’l Film Festival, Denver, CO (November 2, 2015 - November 15, 2015).

Gault, James A. "Tabernacle," Film, Living Spaces Music and Art Festival, Conifer, CO (July 8, 2015).

Gault, James A. (Editor), "Fledgling," Film, Anthology Film Archives, New York, NY (May 12, 2015).

Henry, Elizabeth A.

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


Henry, Elizabeth A. (Director). “Out of Green Stuff Woven.” Film. Big Muddy Film Festival, Carbondale/Chicago IL (February 2016).
Kaneva, Nadia

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Liberman, Rachel

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Schroeder, Sheila

Original Screenplay


Exhibits/Performances/Installations

Schroeder, S., & Burns, K. *Happy F-ing Valentine’s Day*. Premiere, Longmont Front Range Film Festival (April 2016).

Silver, Derigan A.

Book Chapter


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Thompson, Margaret E.**

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**

Thompson, Margaret E. ""Una cultura que vive, vibra y re-vive paso a paso: Los Afrocostaricenses de Talamanca" (A culture that lives, vibrates and re-lives: The AfroCostaRicans of Talamanca)." Art - Exhibition, One-Person, Puerto Viejo de Limon, Costa Rica (July 2015 - September 2015).

**Waldman, Diane**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Political Science**

**Masket, Seth**

**Book**

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Sun, Jing**

**Magazine/Trade Publication**


**Wadsworth, Nancy**

**Editorial**


**Psychology**

**Benson, Janette B.**

**Book Chapter**

**Editor, Book**


**Davis, Elysia P.**

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


DePrince, Anne P.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Dmitrieva, Julia O.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Enos Watamura, Sarah

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Other Publications


Hankin, Benjamin L.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Harter, Susan

Book Chapter


Joy, Jennifer M.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Keenan, Janice M.

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Journal Article, Professional Journal

Kim, Pilyoung

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Other Publications


Markman, Howard J.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


**McIntosh, Daniel N.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**McRae, Kateri**

*Book Chapter*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Pennington, Bruce F.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Reichardt, Charles S.**

*Journal Article, Public or Trade Journal*


**Rhoades, Galena H.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Shirk, Stephen R.**

*Journal Article, Professional Journal*


**Stanley, Scott M.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Sweeny, Timothy D.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

Sociology & Criminology

Albright, Karen R.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Del Rosso, Jared

Book

Academic/Professional Blog Contributor


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Dingeman-Cerda, Katie

Academic/Professional Blog Contributor


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Gordon, Hava R.

Book Chapter


Martinez, Lisa M.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Nguyen-Perez, Raúl

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Pasko, Lisa J.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Phillips, Scott

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Law Review

Division of Natural Sciences & Mathematics

Biological Sciences

Blankenship, James T.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Dores, Robert M.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Fogleman, James

Journal Article, Academic Journal

Murphy, Shannon M.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Patterson, David

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Sher, Anna A.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Tingitella, Robin

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Van Engelenburg, Schuyler**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Chemistry & Biochemistry**

**Berliner, Lawrence J.**

*Editor, Book*


**Cowen, Bryan J.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Cowger, Teresa M.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

**Eaton, Gareth R.**

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Eaton, Sandra S.

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Huffman, John A.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Kutateladze, Andrei

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Majestic, Brian J.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Margittai, Martin

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Mitchell, Deborah G.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Geography & the Environment

Boschmann, Eric

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Goetz, Andrew R.

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Taylor, Matthew J.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


**Mathematics**

*Dobrinen, Natasha L.*

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Galatos, Nikolaos*

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Kinyon, Michael*

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Latremoliere, Frederic

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Linshaw, Andrew R.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Pavlov, Ronald L.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Schroeck, Franklin E.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Stuhl, Izabella

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Vojtechovsky, Petr

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Yin, Mei

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Physics & Astronomy

Calbi, Maria M.

Journal Article, Professional Journal


Fan, Xin

Journal Article, Professional Journal


Ghosh, Kingshuk

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Hoffman, Jennifer L.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Siemens, Mark E.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Stencel, Robert E.

Journal Article, Academic Journal

Zink, Barry L.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Amschler Andrews, Anneliese K.

Conference Proceedings


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Dewri, Rinku

Book Chapter


Conference Proceedings


Conference Proceedings


Leutenegger, Scott T.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Lopez, Mario A.

Conference Proceedings


Mitchell, William T.

Conference Proceedings

Dewri, R., Mitchell, W. T., & Thurimella, R. (2015). Record linkage applications in health services research: Opportunities and challenges. Proceedings of the 8th International Conference on Security of Information and Networks (pp. 1). USA: ACM.

Rutherford, Matthew J.

Conference Proceedings


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Sturtevant, Nathan R.**

**Book Chapter**


**Conference Proceedings**

Editor, Book Section


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Thurimella, Ramakrishna

Book Chapter


Conference Proceedings


Electrical & Computer Engineering

Gao, Wenzhong

Book

Conference Proceedings


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Khodaei, Amin**

**Conference Proceedings**


**Journal Article, Professional Journal**


**Mahoor, Mohammad H.**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Conference Proceedings


Matin, Mohammad A.

Journal Article, Professional Journal


Conference Proceedings


Quine, Richard

Journal Article, Academic Journal


**Rinard, George A.**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Valavanis, Kimon P.**

**Conference Proceedings**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Zhang, Jun J.**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Mechanical & Materials Engineering**

**Davidson, Bradley**

**Conference Proceedings**


88
Gordon, Matthew H.

Book Chapter


Conference Proceedings


Kumosa, Maciej

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Conference Proceedings


Lengsfeld, Corinna

Conference Proceedings

Laz, Peter J.

Conference Proceedings


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Nejatbakhsh Azadani, Ali

Conference Proceedings


Manuscript


Roszelle, Breigh N.

Conference Proceedings


Rullkoetter, Paul J.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Book Chapter


Shelburne, Kevin B.

Conference Proceedings


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Yi, Yun-Bo

Journal Article, Academic Journal

Daniels College of Business

Accountancy

Greiner, Adam J.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Grove, Hugh D.

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal


**Lassar, Sharon**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Leaman, Richard S.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Patelli, Lorenzo**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

Schaberl, Philipp

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Tripp, John C.

**Book Chapter**


**Software, Instructional**


Victoravich, Lisa M.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**

Business Ethics & Legal Studies

Giacalone, Robert A.

Book


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Business Information & Analytics

Hayter, Anthony

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Lee, Young Jin

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Franklin L. Burns School of Real Estate & Construction Management

Crean, Michael J.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Fronapfel, Edward L.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Levine, Mark L.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Mueller, Glenn R.

Book Chapter


Sewalk, Stephen M.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Conference Proceedings


Throupe, Ronald L.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Journal Article, Professional Journal


Research Report


Fritz Knoebel School of Hospitality Management

Parsa, Haragopal

Book


Conference Proceedings


Singh, Amrik

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Xie, Lijia

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Management

Alvarez, Sharon A.

Conference Proceedings


Bergh, Donald D.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Ebrahimi, Bahman P.

Journal Article, Academic Journal

Kim, Sung Soo

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Narapareddy, Vijaya L.

Book


Conference Proceedings


Marketing

Akaka, Melissa

Journal Article, Academic Journal


**Conference Proceedings**


**Besharat, Ali**

**Broadcast Media**


**Magazine/Trade Publication**


**Hartley, Steven W.**

**Book**


**Conference Proceedings**


Paul, Pallab

Book Chapter


Conference Proceedings


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Reiman School of Finance

Clouse, Maclyn L.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Detzel, Andrew L.

Journal Article, Academic Journal

Hughen, John C.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Johnsen, Thomajean

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Khindanova, Irina N.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Lung, Pei P.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Xu, Pisun

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**

Arnow-Richman, Rachel S.

**Academic/Professional Blog Contributor**


**Magazine/Trade Publication**


**Law Review**


Austin, Debra S.

**Magazine/Trade Publication**


**Law Review**


Best, Arthur

**Book**

Bowers, Stacey L.

**Academic/Professional Blog Contributor**


Brown, J. Robert

**Blog Posts**


**Comment Letter to the SEC re: Rule 14a-8(i)(10)**


**Comment Letter to the SEC re: Rule 14a-8(i)(9)**


**Journal Article, Professional Journal**


**Law Review**


Campbell, John

**Law Review**

John Campbell, *Countering the Plaintiffs Anchor: Jury Simulations to Evaluate Damages Arguments* 101 IOWA L. REV.(2016) (with Bernard Chao, Christopher Robertson, & David Yokum).

**Chao, Bernard H.**

**Conference Proceedings**


**Law Review**

Bernard H. Chao, *Countering the Plaintiffs Anchor: Jury Simulations to Evaluate Damages Arguments* 101 IOWA L. REV.(2016) (with John Campbell, Christopher Robertson, & David Yokum).

**Cheever, Federico**

**Law Review**


**Chen, Alan K.**

**Law Review**


Journal Article, Professional Journal


Editorial


Corrada, Roberto L.

Editor, Textbook


Crowder, Patience

Law Review


DuVivier, K.K.

Book


Book Chapters

The Ninth Annual Celebration of Scholarship, Research, & Creative Work 2015-2016

**Law Review**


**Ehrenreich, Nancy S.**

**Law Review**


**Freeman, Alexi**

**Law Review**


**Garcia Hernandez, Cesar**
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